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 We would like to tell you a story. The story of water.  

We’ve learned at Geography that water occupies over two thirds of the Earth’s surface 
those being composed out of seas and oceans, forming  the World’ Oceans; this is why Earth is 
also called “the blue planet”.  The fresh water reserve represents only 2% of this precent and 
contitutes itself a major factor o maintaining life.  

We’ve learned at Chemistry that water is a substance composed of hydrogen and oxygen, 
with formula H2O; in nature water forms a circuit and to obtain pure water, from natural water, 
this one must be distilled repeatedly. 

We’ve learned at Arts that water is blue because 
when the daylight, which contains all the colors combined, 
touches the water, some colors are absorbed by its 
molecules. The light that is reflected gets in our sight, and, 
after we get though the water, it get diminuated in those 
particular so it looks different from the actual daylight. 
That’s why many artist have painted it in their pictures.  

We’ve learned at Romanian and universal literature 
that many poets and writers had fallen in love madly with 
the water and they described it often in poetry and prose.  

We’ve learned... lots of things about it. But do we really protect it and respect it enough?  
We all know that water represents an exhaustible and insipensable to life, even though, 

most of the time we treat it with indifference and not with the well deserved respect. 
 After all we’ve said upper, we’ve learned something: to cherish it and respect it. In the 
holidays season we go in the countryside, with out families. We see streams, lakes, rivers, 
ponds.We also see the garbage that is thrown by iresponsable citizens in the close area. These 
images easily hurt our eyes and our soul!   

We’ve discussed this problem of water pollution with our classmates and our teachers we 
thought about what we could do. This is how we came up with 
the idea of organizing, anually, a meeting with our 
colleagues that have the same goal, to form teams and 
clean up the river banks from the area where we. In the 
spring, our group of volunteers goes to the Bicaz Lake to 
clean, at least partially, the garbage zone. Equipped with 
specific clothing, gloves, bags, together with our 
teachers, we collect plastic bottles and household garbage 
from the lakeside. Then we announce one of the 
companies dealing with sanitation service to retrieve the 
garbage bags that we gathered.  



 After finishing the action, we’ve felt like the water’s shining smiled at us and thanked us 
for what we did. 
 We hope that our action will continue, yearly, training more volunteers in this campaign  
and trying to change our equals’ appreciation for this exhaustible resource that is the water.. 

 


